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12 Sneaky Pig Squeals and How to Defeat 

Them 

➢ Quick reminder of the essential elements of Never Binge 
Again™ 

✓ THE PIG: Because we got tired of lying to ourselves about food, 
forever changing our minds, and eternally breaking our 
commitments, we choose to aggressively separate our thin 
thinking selves from our fat thinking selves in our own minds.  
We define our fat thinking self as “The Pig”  

✓ FOOD PLAN: We create a 100% unambiguous Food Plan and 
define everything allowed by it as OUR nutritious, delicious, life 
giving food. YOU create your Food Plan any way you want to… 
but YOU take 100% responsibility for it.  Nobody is forcing it on 
you. 

✓ PIG SLOP:  Everything even 0.01% off of our Food Plan is Pig 
Slop and belongs in the Pig’s Trough, NOT on our plates. 

✓ PIG SQUEAL:  Anything and everything the Pig may say to 
convince us to even remotely consider the possibility of ever 
Bingeing again is “Pig Squeal” 

✓ DEFEATING THE PIG: All that’s necessary to defeat the Pig is 
to recognize it’s Squeals.  In essence, this stops us from lying to 
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ourselves and reversing our commitments.  Just recognize the 
Squeal, then ignore and dismiss the Pig 

Hard to Recognize Squeals: The Pig will work very hard to disguise it’s 
Squeals so you can’t hear them.  It wants you to think they are YOUR 

thoughts so you will accept the lie and feed it it’s Slop.  For this reason, 
it’s helpful to review the most common sneaky-squeals ahead of time 

 

 

➢ SQUEAL #1: “Hey!  You’re getting really good at putting me back 
in my cage using this new Screw the Pig stuff, so I really can’t do 
too much harm anymore.  After all, you can just lock me back up 
whenever you feel like it.  So how about let’s go have ourselves a 
great big Bingeing party, you and me, OK?  That’s what we’ve 
been wanting all these years anyway, isn’t it?  Finally! A safe way 
to Binge! Thank God for Never Binge Again because now we can 
do it!!!” –Your Pig 

✓ One of the early changes most people observe when they 
decide to Screw the Pig is a remarkably improved ability to get 
back on track faster if they happen to make a mistake.  What 
most people don’t expect, however, is that the Pig will attempt 
to hijack this ability for its own purpose.  

✓ But your word is sacred and a Binge is ALWAYS a big deal. 
You made a solemn oath to follow a Food Plan.  It doesn’t 
matter how small a transgression your Pig has in mind or how 
fast you can recover from a Binge.  Your word is your word.    
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➢ SQUEAL #2:  “90% compliance is good enough.  After all, you 
used to eat badly a LOT more often. Why not leave well-enough 
alone?” – Your Pig 

✓ Period. If you give the Pig an inch it will try to take a mile.  
Which is why NEVER means NEVER.  10% leeway can 
degenerate into a full-fledged Food Orgy… it’s only a matter of 
time.  (GLENN: Demonstrate the math) 

✓ Anything less than a 100% commitment is nothing more than 
the Pig’s plan to Binge.  You don’t set out to climb a mountain 
saying “maybe I will and maybe I won’t.”  You visualize yourself 
on top and you commit.   

✓ You don’t get married saying “maybe this will work and maybe it 
won’t.”  Either you feel strongly enough to commit 100% or you 
find yourself a different mate.   

✓ You don’t get in a car saying “maybe I’ll get to my destination 
safely or maybe I’ll crash.” You commit 100% to avoiding other 
vehicles (and anything else not-so-good-for-humans-in-cars.) 

✓ Talk about the principle of the slight edge.  The 100% 
committed athletes are the ones who take home the gold 
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➢ SQUEAL #3: “The sheer number of times you’ve previously 
Binged despite your most sacred promises and commitments—
even after reading this book—proves you’ll never be able to stick 
to ANY Food Plan whatsoever.  You’re just too weak.  Face it, 
you’ve already tried to Screw Me and failed.  How many more 
times are you going to do this before you accept it’s impossible?  
Just give up and accept a life of Bingeing until our hearts are 
content.  Yummmmmmm!!!!”  – Your Pig 

✓ Even if you’ve repeatedly fallen down for years, continuing to 
get up until you succeed is a mark of strength, not weakness! 

✓ And as long as you’re 100% committed to utterly and 
completely dominating the Pig, you will continue to make steady 
progress until you beat it into permanent submission.  In fact, 
this occurred just after your last Binge, no matter whether that 
was 5 seconds, 5 minutes, or 5 years ago! 

✓ The Pig would like to use your past mistakes as evidence of 
permanent weakness—and it will most certainly jump on the 
chance to attack any mistakes you may make after reading this 
book—but in doing so it actually draws attention to your 
fortitude and persistence. 

✓ You are 100% capable of making an irreversible decision, 
regardless of how many times you may have reversed the same 
decision before.  This is true even if, as a practical matter, some 
people require a multitude of attempts before arriving at their 
FINAL Food Plan.   
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➢ SQUEAL #4: (The "Controlled Bingeing" Strategy) The Pig says: 
“A planned and controlled Binge once in a while isn't so bad.  
That's what you intend to do anyway and you know it.  You can 
Binge one out of ten meals and still get thin. So what’s the 
problem? Let’s go already, I’m ready when you are. And it’ll be SO 
yummy!!!"  
–Your Pig 

✓ A Binge is defined as even one bite or swallow outside of your 
carefully constructed Food Plan.  Nobody told you what to put 
on this Plan.  It represents your best thinking at a time when 
you were of sound mind and felt motivated enough to write it 
down.  With great forethought, you defined a set of clear rules 
you firmly believed were in your best interest. 

✓ REMEMBER: There’s nothing which says you can’t have good 
tasting, delicious foods on your Plan.  It’s even perfectly 
legitimate to include things you know are unhealthy if YOU want 
to make those trade-offs…But it’s your plan, not the Pig’s!   

✓ There’s absolutely NO need for “Cheat Days” and/or “Controlled 
Binges” on a well-considered Food Plan which nobody forced 
you to adopt in the first place.  You’ve already used your own 
best thinking to create a balanced plan for health, well-being, 
and enjoyment.  If you’re unhappy with it, go back and change it 
according to the procedure we’ve already discussed.  But the 
sudden idea to have a controlled departure is nothing more than 
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a plan to Binge.  And you know where that slovenly idea is 
coming from, don’t you!? 

✓ Remember: If you plan it in as part of your Food Rules then it’s 
NOT Pig Slop in the first place.  You Will Never Eat Pig Slop 
Again!  You Will Never Binge Again! 

➢ SQUEAL #5: I DON’T REALLY EXIST!  "You know there’s not 
really a Pig inside you.  Therefore none of this ‘Screw the Pig’ stuff 
makes ANY sense at all.  So why don’t you just let me out and 
Binge already!!!?” – Your Pig   

✓ There’s no real Pig inside you.  It’s only a language gimmick.  
But it’s not “just” a language gimmick, it’s an incredibly effective 
language gimmick which restores full control of your eating to 
YOUR thin thinking self.  The continually refined use of 
language is what allows humans to coordinate and control their 
impulses so they can participate in a civil society.  Language is 
what separates us from the apes and allows us to articulate the 
laws which make it possible to live amongst one another.  
Language is the very fabric of our civilization.   

✓ To negate the use of language for the purpose of controlling 
impulse is to advocate against society as a whole.  To suggest 
the Pig is nonsense because it’s “just” a language gimmick is to 
declare yourself an anarchist and set yourself on a mission of 
destruction. 
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✓ Never Binge Again is a way of thinking which can restore full 
control over your eating, and eradicate the ridiculous notion that 
free will and responsibility don’t exist when it comes to toxic 
pleasure.  The Pig would love you to declare it non-existent so it 
could Binge.  Screw the Pig! 

➢ HARD TO RECOGNIZE SQUEAL #6: The Gratefulness Squeal: 
"Wanting and striving are useless.  Being grateful for what you 
have is the only thing which leads to happiness.  Besides, there’s 
ONE super-duper-wonderful thing we can always be grateful 
for…Pig Slop!  Yummy!!!!! Gimmeee some!!!!” – Your Pig   

✓ This Squeal is hard to recognize because it actually contains a 
significant half-truth:  Being grateful for what you have IS an 
important part of a content and satisfied life.  It starkly contrasts 
with harboring resentments, envy, and jealously for others’ 
accomplishments and possessions. 

✓ That said, without striving and yearning nobody would ever 
accomplish anything.  Feeling uncomfortable about the gap 
between where we are and where we want to be is what causes 
people to set goals and make plans in the first place. 

➢ HARD TO RECOGNIZE SQUEAL #7: "You just Binged.  Shame 
on you! Now you must suffer with constant obsession and 
excessive guilt about all the bad foods you ate and what a bad 
person you are.  (At least we’ll get to keep thinking about those 
delicious foods.  And besides, once you’ve done enough penance 
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you’ll have paid the price and we’ll be clear to Binge again.  I can’t 
wait!!!!)"  - Sincerely, Your Pig 

✓ It’s only natural to feel a degradation in self-esteem and 
confidence when you’ve broken your solemn word to yourself or 
others.  But normal, healthy guilt is only supposed to bring your 
attention to an area which needs improvement.  Once you 
understand and commit to what needs to be improved—for 
example if you’ve identified the specific Pig Attack and have 
recommitted to your Food Plan—then guilt has served its 
function and it’s time to move on. 

✓ A well person feels guilt and shame when they let themselves 
down.  They see it as a signal to examine their behavior and 
find significant ways to improve.  But thereafter holding onto 
guilt is a Pig’s game.  Excessive guilt is a type of penance the 
Pig wants you to focus on so you can “pay the price” for the 
next Binge. 

✓ In your world there’s NO price worth paying for a Binge.  But the 
Pig thinks even one tiny bite or swallow of Pig Slop is worth any 
price. So it muddies the issue.  What the Pig is really saying in 
this particular Squeal is:   “Go ahead and beat yourself up while 
you keep thinking about all the delicious junk we ate.  If that’s 
the price we have to pay to get some Pig Slop again, so be it!” – 
Your Pig 
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✓ REMEMBER: To Never Binge Again all you need to do is Never 
Binge Again.  You need not do smack yourself in the head with 
a spatula 48 times to prove you’ve suffered enough.   

➢ HARD TO RECOGNIZE SQUEAL #8: "You’ll exercise enough to 
justify this Binge later on today.  Or maybe you already did.  Or we 
could do it tomorrow.  Who cares… it’s yummy.  Let’s go!!!” – 
Sincerely – Your Pig 

✓ One of the Pig’s most idiotic arguments is that it’s perfectly fine 
to eat Pig Slop because there’s enough time left in the day to 
exercise off the calories.  Or perhaps after a good exercise 
session the Pig may suggest you’ve “earned it.”  Or maybe you 
will do enough exercise tomorrow.  Or next year.  Or maybe 
when you’re 99 years old.  (“Yeah, that’s the ticket!  Let’s Binge 
until we’re 99 and then spend one year making up for it at the 
end of our lives.  That sounds like a plan, Stan!” – Your Pig) 

✓ Here’s the problem: Anything even .00001% off your Food Plan 
poisons everything important to you. There are always physical 
effects beyond calories and weight loss…such as fatigue, 
difficulty working the next day, and the need to eat more over 
and above the cheat to rebalance your blood sugar, sodium 
levels, etc. 

✓ Pig Slop is Pig Slop and a Binge is a Binge. It doesn’t matter 
how much exercise you’ve done today, will do tomorrow, or plan 
to do sometime in the next 99 years.  You will avoid Pig Slop 
from here to eternity as if it were poison. 
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➢ SQUEAL #9: "You really must eat something off your plan every 
once in a while or you’ll starve!” Sincerely – Your Pig 

✓ If you never eat Pig Slop again—and you never will—the PIG 
will starve and YOU will thrive!  Screw the Pig! 

➢ SQUEAL #10: "I’m not an idiot.  I’m just as smart as you are.  And 
I DO exist inside you.  So you really need to listen to my incredibly 
intelligent, complex arguments for Bingeing because I’m just as 
likely to be right as you are.  Besides, you really want to hear me 
out so we can Binge.  Let’s go!!!” – Your Pig 

✓ Because the Pig derives from a survival drive which is indeed 
anatomically inside of you, it has access to the full force of your 
native intelligence.  But that’s NOT a good reason to listen to it!  
YOU use intelligence to accomplish worthy goals and 
aspirations.  The Pig uses it for destructive purposes only.    To 
engage in debate over the merit of the Pig’s arguments is like 
talking to a serial killer about the merit of their deeds. Save your 
energy for those who have more constructive aims.  Nothing 
good ever comes from letting a serial killer win an argument.  
Even if he’s right! 

✓ Even if the Pig is not an idiot, you must treat it as if it were. 
Because the Pig will use ALL the intellectual capacity it can 
borrow from your brain to argue for indulgence.  Its ultimate aim 
is to castrate your human ability to delay gratification and 
thoughtfully direct your behavior—and instead have you behave 
like a dog in a meat factory. 
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✓ No matter how smart your Pig may appear, it is NOT trying to 
win an intellectual debate at Harvard.  There’s only one purpose 
to its debate: To get you to Binge.  So there’s never any point in 
debating your Pig 

➢ SQUEAL #11: "You know, you’ve been doing great lately.  You’ve 
really been taking care of yourself with this Never Binge Again 
stuff.  You’re looking and feeling a lot better.  You’re definitely thin 
and healthy enough now to get away with a GREAT BIG GIANT 
HAIRY BINGE!!!  Let’s just do it, you and me, whaddyasay? Can 
we?  Can we?  PLEEEEEEEEEEASE!!!?” – Your Pig 

✓ Is your body a great big garbage can, the sole purpose of which 
is to process as much refuse as possible?  And as soon as 
enough Pig Slop has been emptied from that canister, are you 
supposed to rush in and fill it up with more garbage?  —OR—  
Is it a sacred vessel meant to carry you forward and supply you 
with energy, peace, and happiness in order to accomplish your 
goals and live your dreams? You know the right answer… And 
you know the Pig’s answer too…So you know what to do, right?  
(Screw the Pig!) 

➢ SQUEAL #12: Willpower is a Finite and Fatiguing Resource "Hold 
on just a minute now, Bubba!  This is about willpower, and 
everyone knows you can’t diet on willpower alone.  All the latest 
studies have shown that willpower is something you use up as you 
deal with stress and make decisions throughout the day.  See?  
NOW I’ve gotcha. I’VE GOTCHA!!!  It’s absolutely hopeless to rely 
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on willpower.  You’re going to Binge.  You are.  You are.  You 
ARE! And since the time will definitely come, why bother waiting?  
Let’s do it now!!!” – Your Pig 

✓ This is a tricky Squeal because there’s a wealth of evidence 
which does indeed suggest willpower is a limited resource.  
Deciding between competing alternatives (like eating junk vs. a 
healthy meal) really does tax our mental energy. And so people 
make increasingly poorer choices as the day goes on and 
stress wears them down. 

✓ On the surface then, it seems willpower may be doomed to fail, 
and Never Binge Again may be an impossible dream. But when 
you place these scientific findings in context you’ll see this idea 
is just the Pig at work… 

✓ The key is understanding willpower is only necessary when 
there’s actually a choice to be made, but when your options are 
clearly constrained beyond all reasonable doubt deciding 
requires virtually no effort at all. 

✓ How much willpower did it take for you NOT to rob a bank 
today?  Did you spend a lot of the day agonizing about whether 
or not to do it?  Worrying that one day when you’re particularly 
tired and stressed, you just won’t have the willpower to resist, 
even though you didn’t rob one today?  Of course not! Why? 
Because you’re NOT a bank robber. You’re simply NOT the 
kind of person who robs banks, regardless of how hungry, 
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angry, lonely, or tired you may get… or how much willpower you 
may have left. 

✓ I know the example is a little over the top, but the point is, you 
don’t have to strain and struggle to resist doing something 
you’ve sworn NEVER to do… as long as the line is crystal clear.   
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